Our annual service at St. Philip
by the Sea for the blessing of
animals will be held in the
church grounds on Sunday
October 1st, at 4pm. Please
bring along animals great and
small for blessing. Please also
think about inviting others to the
service. Do you walk you dog
with other dog owners? Do you
have friends who are cat lovers?
All welcome

Blessing

Scent Work at VIEx
Inspired by working detection dogs, K9 Nose Work is the fun search and scenting activity for
virtually all dogs and people. The sport
of K9 Nose Work is designed to let dogs
engage their natural scenting abilities in
a fun and rewarding manner. Here are
some of our nose work teams showing
canines have incredibly sensitive noses

BRAGS
Hektor and I have had a great summer! We've
traveled to the US several times and Hektor has
done extremely well in the conformation ring: A
Group 2 in an AKC Open show; a group 1, a group 3
and 2 Group 4's at UKC shows in Washington, plus 2
Total Dog Awards, so he now has his UKC
Championship;
Paula
*******************************************
My sheltie puppy Garrett CH Mosaic Sharpshooter completed his championship in
June at 8 months. At the Vic City show in August he took Best puppy in group all 3
days. On the Friday, he won BOB group 2 and Puppy in Show. He only needs a
couple of points to finish his grand championship.
Thank you to Pat Gignac for presenting him so beautifully.
Lesley
Coulter..

******************************************************************

At the SDDA trial hosted Cowichan
Valley K9 Noseworks, Hunter earned
his first excellent component, earning
a third place in his exterior search.
Two more to go!
Carol

Freestyle at VIEx
Canine musical freestyle is all
about interpreting the music with
steps, body movements and hand
positions, tricks and more. A
dancing dog can bring a smile to
pretty much anyone’s face and
here we are at VIEX sharing our
love for this great sport

Marg & Al Atkinson

Nanoose Bay.

We Create a Lasting Memory Embroidered on an 8 x 10 inch Piece of Balsa Wood
Ready for Framing. These Quality Embroidered Images Make the Perfect Gift for all
Dog Lovers.
https://www.surrealcrafts.ca
Or email
Surrealcrafts@telus.net.

Check us out and see if we
have your dog.

***************************************************************************************************
NANAIMO KENNEL CLUB ATTENDS THE DOWNTOWN NANAIMO BATHTUB RACE
STREET FAIR – submitted by Sandi Malcolm
Lots of fun for all at the Nanaimo Bathtub Races street fair, Friday, July 21 and 22nd.
On Friday, we had some sun, some rain, but mostly lots of people who loved the dogs.
The dogs behaved so well, we were so proud of all of them. They constantly amaze me
with how well they behave doing all the things we ask of them.
My heartfelt thanks to Heather Vallance with Dotty, Katie and Ariel......Diane Brown with
Bo and Jackpot......Dinant with Ursa, Minnie, Zeus and Billy.....Val Lennox with Mithral
and Crumpit, Maggie Henigman with Blaze and Winkie, and of course my own darling
Ranger man.
The downtown core was treated to a demonstration of agility, obedience, tricks, carting,
rally and much more. These dogs amaze me. And every dog that was there spent
considerable time up on the tables enjoying treats and conversations with children and
their adults. All were such good citizens and examples of their breed, again another
proud moment.
What can I say about these great NKC members who come out every time and support
both me and the NKC club. You are generous with your time and I want you all to know
how much I appreciate it.
Another day tomorrow, fingers crossed for a bit more sunshine but we will even take a
bit of rain Keeps the temperature down for the dogs.

Beautiful wood
carvings, perfect for
gifts or just to keep for
your self

Contact Yvonne at

yvonnedowney@shaw.ca
or call 250-751-7897

lurE COURSING IS back

6671 Harwood Drive Lantzville
We will be coursing at a different location, this will be at our friend’s farm in Lantzville.
Please respect the farm and all that is there, we go through orchards, the fruit must
remain on the trees! We have the use of one field, please stay with in that field. I am
sure no one would dream of violating our use of this land, be said. Thank You. With this
facility, course when ever the weather is with us, so please check the NKC page for
dates and times

Kalia, Lyra and I have had a great
summer, with many adventures
including achieving Lyra's
International title in
Conformation in Spokane in July,
and Kalia and Lyra travelling to
Salmon Arm for Kalia to perform
with Superdogs at the Fall Fair in
September. The small fair was a
change from the PNE last year, and
it was wonderful--the crowd for
every performance was enthusiastic
and appreciative. We hope to

perform there again next year--hopefully with Lyra
a part of the cast!
Late August and early September brought about
many trips to Victoria to take part in a movie-about dogs 😊Lyra and Kalia were both background
dogs in scenes where they were part of the
audience in theatre scenes as well as some more
active scenes. Lyra was very interested in the hero
dogs on stage and watched attentively, while Kalia
was amazing in her versatility. All of the training
we have done in obedience, Rally, Rally FrEe all
played a
part in her
stability
and
confidence on
set. I was even able to take a couple of
puppies to perform in a "puppy school"
setting --Julie MacTire's little Shimi was a
rockstar! With more and more movies and
series being filmed on Vancouver Island,
there is opportunity for well trained dogs to
perform with you doing background work. It
is FUN!

Gail

Phury, owned by Jodie Justice and handled by Carrie
Gauthier entered his first freestyle competition (Island
Fling) in June. Phury has a mind of his own and a rather
lazy approach to life, preferring the comfort of his bed to
any form of exercise. Known for providing comic relief at
VIEX over the
years, no one knew
what to expect from
this handsome 10year-old. Much to
the surprise of his
handler and owner
he qualified in
Novice 1 Dressage,
Novice B individual
and Novice
Team. With under
two weeks to prepare he shared households to
get some training in. He took it all in stride but
was very, very happy to retire to his bed after a
long day!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ricky is now home from a three month stay in Ontario with Will Alexander. And
what a successful summer it was!
40 group placements, including 8
Group 1st against some of the top
Toy Dogs in the country. He is
currently #1 Silky Terrier, #19
Toy Dog in Canada and in the Top
100 All Breed. Not shabby for a
very rare breed in this country.
Now to get his Grand and a
performance title so he can get his
Grand Excellent, both would be
firsts for a Silky. Glad to have my
'Tricky Ricky'
home. (Will's nickname for him)
Can & Am CH Carmorosa's Ranger
Rick
Carolyn Kool

At the Cowichan Valley K9 Noseworks trials
held on the 9th of Sept, Toby earned his
SDDA S SP, he also earned a 2nd
placement for his container search.
And on another brag, MASCAN (Miniature
American Shepherd Canada) is proud to
announce that the MAS was accepted into
the listed breeds of the CKC. It has been
a long battle for MASCAN but they finally
did it.
They will be able to compete in Gp 7
starting in July of 2018. YAHOO.
Thanks Carole Walker

GRCH Crystaljems Look On D
Briteside "Red" has had a very
successful 2017 summer. She
earned a Group One at the Glacier
View show and a number of group
placings on the island circuit and
is currently #3 L.C.Chihuahua in
Canada. She is now working on
her performance titles earning her
AIOC Rally Novice title earlier this
month. Now we are hoping to
announce the birth of another
generation of champions in a few
weeks

Dear Editor,
I have a complaint about the NKC classes. There are classes devoted to puppies, to
scent work, to obedience, to manners, to conformation, to rally, and probably a
bunch more that I haven't bothered to look at. I suppose these are okay, if you're
into that kind of thing.
However, there are NO classes for training humans how to feed dogs at the table,
how to let dogs off leash to run hither and yon, how to see rabbits as perfectly
suitable entertainment devices that also taste good, or how to ensure that we get
the primary spot on the bed.
I think it's discriminatory to focus only on one demographic. Please introduce new
classes at NKC! If necessary, I would be happy to teach. I have 10 years of
experience and flatter myself that I am quite knowledgeable on the subjects.

In other news, while I am not giving her my wholehearted endorsement, sometimes
the new roommate is barely acceptable. I will occasionally deign to notice her and
honour her with lighthearted romping. Never for long; it doesn't do to have her
think that she can accost me on a whim.
I still feel I have to administer gentle chastisement if she gets out of hand; being in
the same room as food, for example, or playing with toys I haven't touched in 8
years, or looking at me the wrong way. For some reason, they keep us separated
unless directly supervised. This is something I'm confused about, as I consider
myself an excellent guide to what is appropriate for me and my house and my
people and my things and the things outside that are also mine.
I hope you inform my people that I should have a slight increase in my daily food
ration to account for the calorie expenditure that writing this required.
Sincerely, Tierce

